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Subject:- Seeking of temporary disconnection facility by Industrial 

consumers. 
 
  
   As per existing instructions contained in clause(VI) of SMI 5.4 & 

5.5, an industrial (LT/HT) consumers having seasonal factory may seek 

temporary disconnection of supply on written request at least one month in 

advance for a maximum period of six months under normal conditions.  The 

request for temporary disconnection beyond a period of six months can also be 

allowed by the Chief Engineer/Operation in view of the merits of each case. 

   Some of the Industrial consumers have represented that TDCO 

facility may also be allowed after RCO in cases where the machines requires 

major repairs resulting with stoppage of production for a large period, 

deteriation of factory building or due to some genuine reasons which are 

beyond the control of the consumer. 

   Since such reasons do not cover under normal conditions nor 

under Force Majeaure conditions, the Nigam has decided to grant temporary 

disconnection in such eventuality on the merits of each case subject to 

following terms and conditions:- 

1. The consumer shall apply for TDCO immediately after occurring of faults 

in the machinery or deteriation of building’s etc. with its documentary 

proof i.e. agreement entered into with the repairer including the duration 

of repairing, photo graphs of deteriorated building and any other solid 

documents in support of the circumstances prevailing beyond the control 

of consumer. 

2. The consumer will have to pay MMC for one month alongwith 

outstanding dues, if any. 

3. The TDCO facility shall be granted maximum for a period of  eight 

months on merits of each case either in continuation of the TDCO 

already granted or after RCO from one months  to eight months in view 

of the genuine reason explained by the consumer. 

4. The TDCO facility shall be limited to eight months only once in a period 

of 3 years and no extension in time limit shall be granted thereafter. 



5. The permission shall be accorded by the GM/Commercial with specific 

approval of Director/Operation. 

 

The above provision stands inserted as sub clause-(c) under clause (vi) of 

SMI 5.4 and 5.5. 

  The above instructions may be noted by all concerned for 

meticulous compliance. 

 
                                                                                  -sd- 
    S.E. (Commercial) 
     for  GM (Comml.), DHBVN, Hisar. 


